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i've been getting the same problem for a while now. i get the green download button when i try and download the mini-image. i have an adobe flash player installed and that shouldn't be the issue (i remember my browser window was gone for a while for some reason and i have no idea
what that was or why it was there lol). i tried the install with no sims and it shows that all the files are installed correctly. the problem is when i try and run the game it has a black screen. i can play all the games that came with the package, but not sims. it might be a problem with my

graphics card? any help would be appreciated largely, the only other option would be to go on a flash drive migration, and some have managed to migrate all of their sims data from one pc to another, especially for the old pc builds which didn't have a ssd. for the sake of testing, i looked
up how to do a "system restore" in windows. it just means something like "back up your hard drive to dvd or something, take it somewhere and plug it in to this system, then let it finish restoring the system." i did it to my hdd and it worked well, it made my computer think it was the

original system, just with the restored settings. it took a couple of hours, but i can tell you, the quality of the restore was better than sims 4 at least. if you've never heard of the "basic game" console then you are pretty much out of the running.but if you have, then you know that your 3ds'
internal memory is actually as far as you can go - there is no way to get any more data onto the 3ds.fortunately you can "install" old game or 3ds software to the 3ds card slot to make it look like a "basic game" console. this is done by copying the original game to one of the 16gb of

internal memory. the copied data can be cleared from the memory to make room for more.note: this method is not hack proof. if anything changes on the cartridge, it will probably fail to boot. you have been warned!i forgot to include the image in my original post, but the thing i forgot to
mention, is that you will need to choose "basic game" in the game menu. and when you do that, the game will only play on the 3ds if you havent already made it one of your virtual consoles. youll then have to restore the game to one of the other consoles and press b to get back in and

exit the menu.
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Thanks for your honoust and quick repy CowRob. I know its hard to know when or if a new model is in the making or being released anytime soon. I heard Garmin is building a new factory so they being busy with that but maybe that also means they working on a new Bike model, who
knows. On the Dutch site Garmin gives a delivery in 1-3 days if i order now but I dont know if that is correct. Thats also why i am in doubt, buy now if 3 days delivery or just wait new model. I hope Maybe DC knows or can comment While CrackSIM and PwnPHONE dont exist, they do seem
to be based on research presented by Karsten Nohls on rooting SIM cards. To some extent, SIM cards are like mini-computers within your phone. Some SIMs have over-the-air (OTA) update mechanisms that allow manufacturers to send software updates via text messages. However, you

need to know the right key to be able to leverage the OTA update mechanism. Some older SIM cards use DES encryption keys, which are easier to crack than more robust encryption standards. Nohls research shows how you can crack SIM DES keys, sometimes in as little as a minute (using
rainbow tables ). Once you crack that key, you can use an SMS message to send an update to a SIM card that contains new code, and potentially malware. Crimanl (Nonreal law)..s are implanting spy stuff in people wth telepthy( phones) like devices and bugging thier cars and homes Some

of these stalkers are not stalkers they are a group of people who know you fgured out a possible possible parts of a murder crime, drug tarfficing, realastate criimes and sex criamnl actib vity crimes and even maybe trying to hide a law wanted people or mocking look a likes! they dont
want you living near them..working near them or figurimng out thier mode of trail, way to get stuff around and about! and they dont want you to tell the cops they have insiders that are letting other know thier busness! Dr phil show had a story about this stuff and maeks peple think!
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